
What makes rofast unique is the smart rotary coupling connecting 
the profiles to each other. The rotary coupling ensures that fitting is only 
possible in the correct way, making it simple, super fast and very reliable! 

The components of the rofast mounting system are made of aluminium. 
This makes rofast robust, strong and easy to equipotentially bond. The familiar 
universal clamps are used in the system. The use of smart fitting panel and/or cable 
clips also turns cable management into child’s play. 

Rofast is the mounting system for flat roofs 
that has been specially developed for 
the solar installer. rofast consists of 
a minimum number of components, is 
completely pre-assembled on delivery, is 
fully coupled and is available in both South 
and East-West configurations.

Mounting system for 
flat roofs South

Shortened working times due to 
rapid assembly

Entirely made of aluminium 
with 20-year warranty

Universal components

Error-free installation thanks 
to smart rotary couplings

Robust, very strong and easy to 
equipotentially bond

Also for wider panels  
107-1150mm

Minimum number of components

Supplied completely  
pre-assembled

Easy & smart installation



Rofast
Rofast for solar systems on flat roofs with a South 
orientation is a high quality system with quickfit, powerful 
rotary couplings.  A lot of consideration has been given to 
the user-friendliness of the components to ensure ease of 
assembly. Blubase offers different solutions for different 
roofs. All guaranteeing excellent value for money for you 
as an installer.

Mounting with quickfit 
rotary couplings

Rofast: the speed of rotation

Strong in solar support!

Start profile South

Centre profile South

End clamp

Intermediate clamp

Side plate right *

Side plate left *

Ballast carrier

Back plate

Solar panel

* Optional 
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We listen to you Smart mounting systems

Excellent price/quality 
ratio

Extensive calculation support

Comprehensive technical 
support

Certified, safe and 10+ years 
of experience


